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A series of interactive exhibits to explain

Antoni Gaudí's use of ruled-surface

geometry in the design of the Sagrada

Familia Temple.

Mark III of John H. Frazer’s seminal Universal Constructor is an interactive,

USB-based machine-readable modelling kit with applications in design,

architecture, group collaboration, scheduling and entertainment.

CLIENT

GAUDI MUSEUM BARCELONA

COLLABORATORS

Christiane M. HERR

John H. FRAZER

Mark C. BURRY

YEAR

2002

COLLABORATORS

LAU Wing Chuen

John H. FRAZER

YEARS

2001-2004

Tangible Interfaces
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STUDENT

Miki LAU

YEAR

2004

COLLABORATOR

LAU Wing Chuen

YEAR

2004/2005

In a further development of this toy, Let's Roll's

centralised architecture was de-centralised with

autonomous, detachable synthesizer units that

allow for more timing flexibility and polyphony.

ToppleTrack is a further development that involves

no electronics. It uses the principle of falling dominoes.

The elements carry mallets and exchangeable

Glockenspiel keys and allow for compositions of

unlimited lengths.

STUDENT: WONG Hang Yue Dawn  

Marble Track Music Sequencers

This is a series of different student projects looking at play sets that act as music

sequencers for music education of young children. In Let's Roll marbles rolling

along the tracks trigger sound events to produce the playback of musical notes

and songs. Re-arrangeable tangible elements correspond to timing, durations and

pitches of notes and thus allow electronic music sequencing by means of haptic

programming.
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Physical bass vibrations are transmitted

to the users body along with the audible

sound signals presented to the users ears.

Epicore offers a portable version of the

experience of listening to live concerts

or high-powered Hi-Fi systems.

Enjoying music becomes more intense

even when volume levels at the ears are

decreased. This offers a healthier and

more social portable music experience.

STUDENT

YIU Kei Chan

YEAR

2007

CONCEPT

Epicore

Your mp3 player has an interface to your ears.

How about to your SOUL? In live music performances

people experience music not only by hearing with

their ears but also by feeling the bass sound waves

with their bodies, in particular with their chests.

Epicore delivers the sensation of music to both the

listeners ears and body, re-creating the intensity of

live music.
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Amongst various innovations it offers ergonomically sound and safe access
to facilities such as a seat-belt integrated headphone outlet, in-seat Internet
and email, an eye ware holder and a reclining function that offers the aft
passenger more leg space instead of occupying it.

STUDENT: LEUNG Po Ki

AirChair

Design for Comfort and Safety Above the Clouds: 

On medium and long haul flights passengers'

economy class experience can be physically

uncomfortable and psychologically straining.

Speaking the form language of a conventional

economy class aircraft passenger seat, AirChair

addresses a range of apparently small necessities

in innovative ways.

FEATURES
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STUDENT
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COLLABORATOR

LAU Wing

YEAR

2006

TANGO

tango [latin “tangere”: to touch]

tango is friendly and sophisticated

tango stands on desks and hangs on walls

tango has no buttons - tango is simple

tango alerts people with a nice little melody

alarm times are assembled on tango's display using movable tokens

tokens are stored in tango's side compartments

you like tango

tango likes you

ROGO

rogo [latin rogare: to question, to ask]

rogo questions a world of buttons

you experience the flow of time by tilting rogo

tilt rogo clockwise to scroll ahead through time 

tilt rogo counter-clockwise to scroll back through time. 

scroll faster or slower by altering the tilting angle

you understand rogo

rogo understands you

PATENTS

ALARM CLOCKS TANGO & ROGO
have been patented in Hong Kong.
Patent number HK1084827
Patent number HK1083431
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This project focuses on simple and

convenient interaction between

users and products. The appliances

have no buttons. Users activate the

products and control their functions

by intuitive and natural manual

interaction with the entire artifacts.

All products in this series produce

warmth, adding to the manual

interaction a sensation of liveliness

and closeness.

RotoRoast was commercialised

through Technical (HK) Mfg Ltd.

STUDENT

MAK Wing Shan Angel

YEAR

2007

CONCEPT

ButtonFree

In a context of intense competition and rapid

technological development, new products are

designed to offer more and more functions.

To access the increasing number of functions,

more and more buttons are typically added to

products.

Multiple buttons on a product result in a

complicated and confusing interface. Users

who appreciate simplicity and convenience

find it challenging and a waste of time to learn

the different functions of different buttons.

AromaWake
BUTTON
FREE

BUTTON
FREE LumiTouch

BUTTON
FREE RotoRoast
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STUDENT

PANG Kuen Yee

YEAR

2007

CLIENT

JAMES LAW CYBERTECTURE Ltd.

YEAR

2009

Photo: James Law Cybertecture Yìng 媔 is a complete interactive graphical user interface for the

Cybertecture Mirror developed by James Law Cybertecture in Hong Kong.

Integrating a bathroom mirror with a touchscreen healthcare, cosmetics

and entertainment system and other applicances, the system includes a

dedicated app suite based on a high-contrast, water-themed GUI.

Yìng 媔

STUDENTS

CHAN Po Yee

ZHANG Wenwei

Friedrich BLAUERT

YIP Chun Nam

LI Nga Yee

FUNG Shuk Fong

FAN Hing Wan

WONG Shun Yin

CHAN Ka Yu

TANG Yan

If a slick Apple Mac is like an olympic ice skater, then what kind of computer

would be like Captain Jack Sparrow? Com£puter is a concept study of an

extravagant, over-the-top and challenging-to-work-with human computer

interface. Consisting almost entirely of re-appropriated objects that are

usually not related to computers, Com£puter is fully functional.

Com£puter
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In collaboration with MTR Corp. who operates the

Hong Kong subway system, this project proposes

a new generation of Fare Machines for Hong Kong's

subway stations. The specific objectives are to

promote simple, unified, user-friendly and barrier

free design and to provide a swift and convenient

fare service process under the pressure of very

intense usage.

CLIENT

MTR Corp. Ltd.

STUDENT

CHAN Kwan Yu

YEAR

2008 INDUSTRY COLLABORATOR

OSRAM

YEAR

2008

MTR Fare Service Facilities

Flexolux 
©Flexolux 
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©
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©
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©
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Osram Flexolux

FLEXOLUX is a series of LED-based spotlights. As a distinguishing feature,

FLEXOLUX luminaires largely consist of silicon rubber bodies, which allow

beam flexible angle adjustment without exposing open seams and gaps.
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CLIENT

[CONFIDENTIAL]

STUDENTS

LAM Lai Ching

TAM Sze Man

LUNG Sui Man

Yuk Cheuk Lam

Roger KELLENBERGER

MAK Wing Shan

FU Wai Shan

DEPIN Charlotte

CHAN Wing Chi

CHAN Wing Yee

WONG Hang Yue

CHAN Yiu Kei

STUDENT

TSANG Ka Ki

Funky Party Cake

The Funky Party Cake is a construction toy for preschoolers

that integrates light effects and a music sequencer.

The cake plays a party song, which can be interactively

deconstructed and reconstructed by taking the cake apart

and by assembling it in many combinations.

YEAR

2006

CLIENT

BO innovations

YEAR

2006

Interactive Tableware

Plate Tectonics, ᑏ֜̓כ, Le Gardin Protager and TonePan are

interactive sets of tablebare for luxury and calual markets. They

engage users in new processes of food presentation and consumption.

Form factors have co-evolved with new menues and methods of food

presentation that have been developed with each set.

STUDENT

TSANG Ching Chi

YEAR

2007

STUDENT

YU Tsz Hang

YEAR

2008

STUDENT

ZHONG Lei

YEAR

2008
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Shellody is a music player for kindergarten and primary school kids.

Sound files are stored in 5 color-coded seashell shape tokens. The

product interface is simple enough to be grasped by a toddler: 

Playing back music only takes placing a shell on the top of the player. 

With help of parents, Shellody connects to a home computer and

allows draging and dropping new music into the shells from the

online Shellody audio store.

Shellody

Giving Children Back Their Music: In the digital age we have

lost touch with our audio material. Adults are lost in music and

children have lost their music altogether. Storage media are

vulnerable and tiny, playback devices are complicated and fragile.

The times of easy to handle cassette tapes, tough players and

one-button playback are gone. And while adults enjoy most

convenient and user-friendly access to audio material, their children

grow up without the control to create their personal soundtracks.

Student: CHEUNG Kevin

Winner of SDAA Outstanding Graduate Award

COW/2009 Int'l Design Festival 2nd Prize (Product Design)
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Under what conditions do students formulate and engage difficult

questions - not as tasks that are to be answered quickly and correctly

but as opportunities for sustained self enrichment and learning?

This card deck is the outcome of an exercise in question-asking with

a cross-disciplinary group of design students.

Students tend to offer assertive, quick and correct answers

more than to cultivating difficult questions as challenges and

standards to grow by. In this exercise we asked and justified

questions about design that matter to us, regardless of what

how they might be answered.

ICID / NCKU

YEAR

2011

MOTIVATION

Design Philosophy Deck of Cards
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YEARS

2011-2012

Design Enigma

This is a conceptual re-imagining of the mechanical typewriter,

which interactively generates non-uniform typographic output in

endless variations, based on previous input. It demonstrates the

possibility of non-determinability based on simple mechanisms.

The system implements a so-called non-trivial machine, a

non-determinable, recursively-operating device which is isomorphic

with the Enigma cipher machine. It combines key ideas from the works

of D'Arcy Thompson, Alan Turing, Ross Ashby, Heinz von Foerster,

Friedrich Kittler, and Ranulph Glanville.
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An Enigma machine is any...
±

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0

1, 2, 3, 4

{P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P8 }    0.075

initial glyphs from
input key strokes

variant
glyphs

*

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

P6 P7 P8 P9 P10

initial

xt = ( P1 * xi
2

 ) + ( P2 * xi * yi ) + ( P3 * yi
2 ) + ( 1+ P4 ) * xi + P5 * yi

yt = ( P6 * xi
2

 ) + ( P7 * xi * yi ) + ( P8 * yi
2 ) + P9 * xi + ( 1 + P10 ) * yi

whereas:
p( xi , yi ) is any point on the initial grid
p( xt , yt ) is the corresponding point on the transformed grid
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Silk weaving was invented in China 5,000 years ago. Fibres of eight silkworm cocoons are unravelled at a time, spun into a thread,

and woven into fabric on a loom. Coloured threads can be woven carefully to show pictures made up of small parts called pixels.

When you look closely at a digital photo, say of a silk worm, you find it also made up of pixels. Industrial Revolution Frenchman

Joseph Marie Jacquard invented a loom that weaves silk pictures automatically, following instructions given on punched cards.

Based on punched hole patterns, different threads are lifted at different times during weaving, controlling which colours come to

the front of the fabric. The Jacquard Loom inspired 19th century Englishman Charles Babbage to design the Analytical Engine, a

mechanical computer programmed with punched cards. His friend Countess Ada Lovelace described how punched cards are used

with the Analytical Engine to solve mathematical problems. Thus, they invented the basics of digital computers and software

programming found everywhere today. Your computer was inspired by silk weaving technology with roots in ancient Chinese

places like Suzhou where Jacquard looms operate until this day.

INTENDED CLIENT

SUZHOU SILK MUSEUM

YEAR

UNDERGRADUATE

RESEARCH FELLOWS

SUN Chen-xing

DAI Xiao-wei

STORY

Woven Code

Using thousands of punched cards, this project demonstrates that the operational,

but deteriorating Jacquard looms at the Suzhou Silk Museum can be used to tell

their own story, and to productise that story for sale through the museum's shop

to generate revenue for the maintenance and continued operation of the historic

looms.

2014
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Hello China is a social network and

mobile app to enable cross-cultural

exchange between Chinese people

and non-Chinese people centered on

popular culture and internet memes.

Hello China won the 2014 Ѧᔾ亳

(“Flying Cloud”) Innovation and

Entrepreneurship Competition,

which includes a grant of RMB300,000

for the commercial development of

the project.

STUDENTS

GAO Tong-wei
HE Lei
HU Xiao-yi
MAO Xnn-yi

YEAR

2014

AWARDHello China

Log in as a foreigner who want to know more 
about Chinese pop culture

Log in as a Chinese who is expert 
in  Chinese pop culture

INTERACTION
FLOW
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COLLABORATOR

MARIAN MACKEN

YEARS

2013 - 2017

Architectural Typograms

An architectural typogram is an illustration of an architectural object in which typography
is used to express ideas and building elements visually. 

I developed this exercise as a new and integrated approach to introduce students to
design thinking, to basic techniques of architectural visualisation, to familiarise students
with notable architects and their works, and to further enable non-English speaking students
to use English as a medium to engage with architecture. The result is an architectural
dictionary illustrated with typograms of notable buildings. The dictionaries are subsequently
used as a student learning resource. This teaching approach is applicable to other design
disciplines.

This project was awarded the 2013-2014 Annual XJTLU Teaching Prize for Innovative
Teaching Practices.

CCTV Headquarters
Location: Beijing, China
Construction: 2004-2009
Architects: O!ce for Metropolitan Architecture
Typogram by: Zhe Wang

border 䖎㓭
concrete wall ⏌    
front door  ࠢ䮽
special glass ⡎⾢⦐⩘
special steel ⡎⾢䩷
square ᑔഏ
stairs  䰋

The Museum of Islamic Art - waiting for selectable dictionary
Location: Doha, Quatar
Construction: 2006-2008
Architect: I. M. Pei
Typogram by: Hao Shuyi and Qiao Jiatun

arch ᣆᔷ䮽
bounding wall 
bridge  ḺṖ
canopy ㇌ⲫ
entrance  ܺস
exit ߏস
glass ⦐⩘
handrail  ᡋᠠ
limestone  ⷈ♅ⷈ
outdoor porch ᅹ䍅ᒟ
rail ᷤ
shadow  䰉ᕆ
trestle  ᬄᶋ
water’s edge ∉䖎

Walt Disney Concert Hall
Location: Los Angeles, USA
Construction: 1987-2003
Architect: Frank Gehry
Typogram by: Liu Xin

door 䮽
frosted glass ↰⦐⩘
glass ⦐⩘
railing ᷤᴛ
stainless steel column  Ϣ䫝䩷゠᷆
steel 䩷
stone step ⷈബ䰋
stone ⷈബ
street 㸬䘨
tree ᷦ
vegetation Ợ㺀
white glass ⱒ㡇⦐⩘

Jubilee Church
Location: Rome, Italy
Construction: 1998-2003
Architects: Richard Meier & Partners Architects
Typogram by: Xie Qing

bright ᯣ҃ⱙ
column ᷆
concrete ⏌
cube ゠ᮎԨ
curvilinear ᳇㒔ⱙ
door 䮽
elegant ӭ䲚ⱙ
exposed-frame curtain wall ᯣḛᐪ
entrance ܺস
portico 䮽ᒟ
quiet ᅞ䴮ⱙ
rectilinear structure ⳉ㒔㒨ᵙ
roof ሠ之
silent ᆗ䴮ⱙ
structural support ᬄᣖ㒨ᵙ
travertine ⷈ♅ण

STUDENTS

VARIOUS BEng ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS
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COLLABORATORS

MARIAN MACKEN

YEAR

2014

LOCATION

SUZHOU, CHINA

The one-month exhibition showcased

a broad variety of design research areas,

methods and media, of local, regional

and international projects, from academic

and industrial contributors. The purpose

of the event was to further stimulate

design research interest and discourse

across our campus and beyond in the

intellectual territories shared between

all who rigorously engage in open-ended,

creative enquiry.

Shared Territories

As the Director of XJTLU's Design Research Institute I co-curated Shared Territories,

a peer-reviewed international design research exhibition in Suzhou, China. The

exhibition was based on the curatorial themes "inquiring inquiry" and "research as

design". Its contributions were solicited internationally by invitation, and by an open

call across the XJTLU campus.

ANURADHA CHATTERJEE
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STUDENTS

HU Enbo

ZHOU Yi-feng

XIAO Jia-jie

WU Min

WU Yue-xuan

DAN Zi-hang

YEAR

2014

Gadget Radar

Gadget Radar is a social network and mobile app design that

allows its user base to crowd-source and navigate affordable

offers in the consumer electronics market. Users record products

and the locations of low price offers to allow members of the

Gadget Radar community to locate and compare offers, and to

navigate to the best offers, taking travel cost and travel time into

consideration. Gadget Radar won an Honorable Mention at XJTLU

Sixth Innovative Entrepreneurship Competition.
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COLLABORATOR

Christiane M. HERR

YEAR

2015

Interactive Parametric Jewellery

This is an interactive parametric jewellery design and fabrication system for an exhibition

on parametricism in London. Visitors of the exhibit can use their mobile devices to

parametrically design jewellery. Chosen designs are encoded using QR codes, which can

be read at a fabrication counter where sizing is completed, metals types are chosen and

items are 3D-printed.
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Advances in 3D printing technology have reached architectural scales  and materials, and Suzhou-based company Winsun (ⲝ߰)

is establishing  itself as a global leader in this emerging research field. Taking a  research-through-design approach, and engaging

Winsun as an industrial partner, this project investigates the potential of 3D printing for online parametric mass customisation

of small concrete buildings to  address varying client needs and site contexts. Findings include a suitable form language, a set of

structural design and construction  constraints, and a parametric customisation approach. Established  through experimental

programming, model making and expert interviews, these are evaluated through experimental construction. Winsun’s 3D concrete

printing technology is based on the pioneering work and patents of Behrokh Khoshnevis.

INDUSTRY COLLABORATOR

WINSUN

COLLABORATOR

Christiane M. HERR

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWS

HAN Yi-xin

WU Hao

JIANG Hao

Online Parametric Customisation
of 3D-Printed Buildings
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STUDENT

SUN Chen-xing

CO-SUPERVISOR

Christiane M. HERR

YEAR

2016

Urban Mountain Retreat

The city is a gigantic machine that challenges its inhabitants on a daily basis
to conform and to perform in terms of productivity and efficiency. Life is
standardised and synchronised to benefit collective functioning at the expense
of mental balance and spiritual well-being. There is practically no time and no
space to reflect or contemplate, especially outside of churches and organised
religions. This project faces this reality with a non-standard space that provides
city dwellers with a stress-free spiritual experience to contemplate, meditate,
worship, and otherwise practice any faith individually or in groups of various sizes,
and to meet fellow urbanites with spiritual needs.

Urban Mountain Retreat was included in the
RIBA President’s Medals Student Awards Exhibition
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BEng Architecture students

Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University

YEAR

2012 - 2018

IDEERS Earthquake Safety Design Competition

Between 2012 and 2018, several teams of 3rd-year students from XJTLU’s Department of Architecture

participated in the International Annual Earthquake Safety Design Competition IDEERS 2018 in Taipei, Taiwan,

supervised by Christiane M. Herr and myself. Student teams typically spent two months during the summer

continuously improving the earthquake resistance of their structures as well as their craftsmanship. The

contributions of XJTLU were awarded with several awards every year, including Best Structure Design Prize

and the Best Architecture Design Prize, competing in a large field of over 40 international teams competing in

the undergraduate category. The XJTLU students teams' successes are a particularly impressive achievement

as they were competing among a majority of engineering students.

COLLABORATOR

Christiane M. Herr
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Timber Towers for China

The second studio module in the MArch Des programme focuses on establishing and
developing mutually inspiring relationships between technical and environmental
requirements and design ideas. The studio addresses increasing systemic
interdependencies of human habitation, built form, technology, society, natural and
urban environments in contexts of high population density, as they are typically found 
in the fast-expanding cities of Asia. Design proposals must be based on a strong research
background to develop experimental future-oriented mixed-use towers on a site in
Shenyang. The projects all employ timber for the load-bearing structure as well as other
parts of the building. Design proposals were informed by detailed lighting analysis and a
strong focus on sustainable construction. The studio was taught in collaboration with
Atkins Shanghai, who shared a project site and provided critical feedback at all stages
of the project.

Master of Architectural Design Year 1 Studio

Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University

YEAR

2016 - 2017

COLLABORATORS

Marco CIMILLO
Christiane M. Herr
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COLLABORATOR

Christiane M. HERR

YEAR

2018

Triangulated Shell Foam Structures Based on
Robotic Hot-Wire-Cutting

This project is an applied investigation into a digital design and production workflow to generate, rationalise and

fabricate triangulated extruded shell foam structures. The project comprises a speculative form-finding and

geometry-generation process for a test sculpture, a rationalisation approach, a new type of hot-wire-cutting

robot and developed technical and design strategies as well as applicable geometric and fabrication constraints,

We implemented and applied a new hot-wire-cutting robot and a related suite of script-based tools for geometry

rationalisation and fabrication control developed by Michael Grau in the experimental production of an indoor shell

sculpture. The robot, with its geometrical as well as material constraints, served as the foundation of the project.

The sculpture then served as a speculative test object to probe the possibilities as well as the limitations of the

robot. We developed a sculpture from cultural imagery and a Lorenz attractor, which we morphed parametrically.

We then divided the overall sculpture into seven fragments, each of which being small enough to handle easily and

to fit through doors and into lifts. We assembled these fragments manually from the prism tiles.

INDUSTRY COLLABORATOR

Michael GRAU (RFR Shanghai)

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWS

WEI Shubo

ZE Mingxuan

YU Xinning
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3 4
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7 8
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4.4   Design Workshop Format

The 120-minute design workshop was a structured 
discussion with the facilitators guiding the conversation and 
moving it in a positive direction. The session had three parts. 
Here is the agenda:

Introduction: 
Purpose of this workshop, agenda for the session, warm-up 
with music and snacks to get the participants comfortable 
with each other.

Part 1:
Indonesian participants group and come up with a list of the 
items they !nd Indonesia is most attractive for, in the same 
way, Hong Kong participants also group to come up with 
the same list from their perspective. They write the items on 
post-it notes, then cluster the notes on a white board and
group them.

Part 2:
Participants look at the post-it notes together and prioritize 
them according to importance. We could also take a look at 
which items could be discussed further.

Part 3:
Participants share their own opinions and experiences, and 
draw their ideas onto a ‘tourism poster’. Any participant can 
pick up coloring pens to draw, it is then a collage of all our 
ideas.
For the workshop we hoped to gather participants from 
di"erent ages and genders, they also would have lived in 
Hong Kong for varied periods.

Methods

Questionnaires
We prepared both in and out-questionnaires (see appendix 
for details) for the design workshop participants. For the 
in-questionnaire, we wanted to gather basic information 
about each participant, including age, marital status, level 
of education, employment status and their length of stay 
in Hong Kong. We also wanted to !nd out whether they 
thought there were cultural di"erences between Indonesia 
and Hong Kong, and what they think are important aspects 
for social integration.

For the out-questionnaire, we ask if their impression of Hong 
Kong has changed after the workshop, whether the process 
helped them in understanding each other’s cultures better. 
Finally, we asked them to compare the design workshop to 
the Wayang cultural event in terms of cultural integration. 

Methods

4.5   Post-rational Analysis

In contrast to an inquiry with a pre-packaged set of 
questions and categories of observation, we carried out the 
events !rst and then approached analysis and interpretation 
afterwards. The reason for this post-hoc analysis is because 
we had to opportunistic about participating in the Wayang
cultural event and to gather its participants for our design 
workshop. Another reason was because we did not know 
what to expect of the Wayang event as it was not within our 
control and we had to analyze it in retrospect. 

As a study based on post-rational analysis, it aspires 
to show how, in practice, more cultural understanding 
“emerges from local understandings, recipes and routines,
and is therefore resistant to, and subversive of, rational 
calculation and control.” (Mahmoud Ezzamel, Hugh Willmott, 
2004) We hope to reach a genuine understanding of how
cultural integration occurs and whether design methods 
have a way of encouraging better communication and 
understanding on both sides.
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In addition to poster making, many of the participants also 
found the brainstorming activities to be rewarding and 
eventful. An Indonesian candidate commented on how 
it was “quite shocking” to witness the sheer amount of 
information being exchanged between the group. It was 
commonly said that the event was a learning experience 
for all since brainstorming allowed them to share in-
depth about their own cultural backgrounds, upbringing 
and personal experiences. Two Hong Kong participants 
observed and noted that there “were noticeable similarities 
between Indonesian and Chinese cultures,” as they would 
also use glutinous rice for festive meals. It was very clear 
that this experience was a great opportunity to acquire 
new knowledge and gaining a better understanding about 
cultures through learning what each have to o"er. The 
level of engagement between participants in this particular 
session of the workshop was remarkably high. This is 
respectively re#ected in their decision in choosing it as their 
signi!cant moment.

After our research team acted as the participant observers in 
both non-design “Wayang” workshop hosted by the Global 
Student Ambassador Programme (GSAP) of the Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University and the Participatory Design 
Workshop designed and hosted by our research team 
which both involved Hong Kong locals and Indonesians, 
the observations and feelings were captured by video 
recording and written feedback form that also required
each participant to describe 2 signi!cant moments from 
each workshop. The feedbacks were then analysed and 
compared through interpreting and rating their emotions, 
usage of vocabulary and tone of writing. 

It is observed that understanding of both cultures has 
increased through brainstorming, poster making, and verbal 
exchange. Co-creation with a common goal provided 
a common ground for people with di"erent cultural 
backgrounds to interact and discuss, which an “one-way 
communication” in Wayang workshop could not achieve. 
Throughout the co-creation process, additional contributing 
factors were also identi!ed which can help smoothen 
the process and act as a catalyst to maximise its e"ects 
of advancing mutual understanding. One such factor is 
negotiation as mutual agreement allows individuals to be 
able to understand from each other's perspectives and 
to empathise with each other. Furthermore, an immersive 
experience can also let individuals engage with another 
culture and its people in a more approachable manner 
as the atmosphere and environment promotes a joyous 
cohesion. The study brings a new perspective into the 
design process by showing designers the importance of 
“with” over “for” when designing with a di"ering cultural 
perspective. 

Atmosphere and environment is one of the notable 
contributing factors suggested by some participants.  One 
candidate point out that “upbeat music and atmosphere” 
helped to open the person up for discussion and was more 
“willing to share.” It helped to create a feeling of “positivity 
and fruitfulness.”  Another candidate felt that the interesting 
atmosphere encouraged them to exchange opinions. 
This reinforces the importance of having a hospitable 
environment for participants to comfortably share their 
opinions and ideas.  By providing a more friendly space for 
interaction, it encourages participants to openly discuss and 
negotiate in an inclusive manner. The conversations created 
are precisely the cultural exchange that would lead to better 
mutual understanding with each other and in reaching 
common ground. The environment is a factor worthy of 
consideration.

Analysis
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WORK SHOWN BY VARIOUS SD5018 STUDENTS

2018-2019

SD5018 Design Research and Analysis

I deliver SD5018 to the SD Masters programmes in a four-weekend compact format During Fall semesters.

The module guides students groups in conducting empirical as well as designerly research enquiries and in

applying suitable analysis methods, with a strong focus on research ethics and academic communication.

Aiming for both relevance and rigour, students identify and negotiate their own projects, identify and justify

their research methods, backed up by thorough literature reviews, and execute original data acquisitions or

creative developments and suitable analysis processes, which they then communicate in high-quality

research reports.
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CODING AND MAKING EXERCISES

Thomas Fischer

YEAR

2010-ongoing

Applied Design/Media Epistemology

I am developing an applied, speculative epistemology in the intersection between design,

media and cybernetics. In this epistemology, technology is a means, not an end. The

purpose is to invite students to creative and critical thinking, based on an experiential

epistemological practice. For this pedagicical approach, I have developed numerois

coding and making exercises, mainly based on Python scriptng, and published via an

open-source repository. This work has been published and presented in multiple outets

in both English and German language, and has been received enthusiastically.

x

x

x

x

Auslenkung

Kraft
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Thesis Popsicle is a free software bundle that includes a document template and written thesis writing guide. I developed it to offer

students a toolkit for producing high-quality thesis documents compliant with XJTLU regulations. The template complies with

applicable formatting guidelines, official referencing styles, exam regulations and university visual identity guidelines. It runs live from

a USB memory stick on any computer without requiring administrator privileges to install applications or fonts. It therefore runs on

university lab and library computers, and on privately owned (including outdated) computers. The system is compatible with

Overleaf.com where I can offer real-time feedback and advice. providing for cloud-based backup, it protects students' thesis work

from accidental data loss. The system is accompanied by a suite of class presentations, handouts and studio pin-up materials on

academic and design research, academic writing, thesis structures, literature reviews and referencing etc. My students and I have

used the system successfully over the course of several years at masters and at PhD level.

Thesis Popsicle

Lorem ipsum

STUDENT WORK SHOWN BY

DUAN Yawen
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Design cybernetics offers a way of looking at ourselves – curious, creative, and ethical humans –

as self-organising systems that negotiate their own goals in open-ended explorations of the

previously unknown. It is a theory of and for epistemic practices (learning, designing, researching)

that is deeply committed to the autonomy of others and hence offers no prescriptive methodology.

Design cybernetics describes design practice as inextricable from conversation – a way of enquiring,

developing shared understanding and reaching the new that harnesses reliable control as well as

error and serendipity.

Recognising circular causality, observer-dependency and non-determinability, design cybernetics

extends beyond tenets of scientific research into the creative, ethical and aesthetic domain.

From this perspective, design is not an ill-conceived subset of scientific research. Instead, scientific

research emerges as a particularly restricted subset of the broader human activity of design.

This volume offers a cross-section of design cybernetic theory and practice with contributions

ranging across architecture, interior lighting studies, product design, embedded systems, design pedagogy,

design theory, social transformation design, research epistemology, art and poetics, as well as theatre and

acting. Addressing designers, design educators and researchers interested in a rigorous, practice-based

epistemology, it establishes design cybernetics as a foundational perspective of design research..

COLLABORATORS

Christiane M. Herr and various chapter authors

YEAR 2019

Design Cybernetics
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